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N.B. (1) Question No.1 is compulsoly.
(2) Attempt any three questions from remaining.
(3) Figures to right indicate full marks.
(4) Assume suitable data wherever necessary.

1. (a) What is recursion? Write a prograrn to find xv using recursion 4
(b) State any two library functions string.h along rvith its syntax, use an example 4
(c) What is a pointer? Explain how the pointer variable <ieclared and initialized. 4
(d) Write the output for following code 1

#include<stdio.h>
int main0
{
1

int val:l;

do{
val+r;
+*val;

)while(val+>25)'

p rintf( " 
o/od\n ",val ) ;

return 0;
\
J

(e) Write a progftlm to validate whether accepted string is palindrome or not. . 4
2. (a) Write a program to multiply two matrices after checking compatibitity. 10

(b) What is file? What are the different functions available to read datafrom file? Specify
the different modes in which files can be opened along with syntax. 10

3 (a) Write a prograrn to find transpose of matrix without making use of another matrix. I0
(b) Define a structure consisting of following elements 1 0

1. student roll_no
2. student name
3. student percentage

Write a program to read records of 5 students and display same.
4 (a) Write a program to calculate summation of series. 10
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(b) Draw the flowchart for finding the roots of quadratic equation. Write the program for
setme. 

e I _ _r_-________ _-__ r- 10

5. (a) Write a progftlm to implement calculator with.following operations using switch case 10
1. add two numbers
2. Subtract two numbers
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3. Multiply two numbers
4. Divide two numbers

(b) What do you mean by FILE? What are the different functions available to read data
from file? Specify the different modes in which file can be opened along with syntax. 10

6. (a) Write a program to generate tbllowing patterns. l0

1. 1

t2
12 3

12 3 4
123 4 5

2. 1

.2 3

3 4 5

67 8 9

(b) Explain call by value and call by reference r,',,ith example.

Uz

10

'k * * * * :k *r* * {<'k ** * *+
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